UX Design Portfolio

ABOUT ME
Multicultural, curious learner, love my Kaiser pup, time
travel movies, trucking, traveling and calligraphy.

UX PROJECTS TO BE PRESENTED
•

USAA Consent Order Service Design Blueprint

•

Commute Relief App

•

See Sense E-Commerce Redesign

usaa consent order
Design Research | Service Blueprinting

USAA Consent Order
Challenge
The Bureau found that USAA violated the Electronic Fund Transfer
Act and Regulation E by failing to properly honor consumers’ stop
payment requests on preauthorized electronic fund transfers, and
by failing to initiate and complete reasonable error resolution
investigations. USAA also violated the Consumer Financial
Protection Act of 2010 by reopening deposit accounts consumers
had previously closed without seeking prior authorization or
providing adequate notice.
There was a lack of control in closing and reopening of accounts.
Member Service Representatives (MSRs) Which resulted in the first
ever fine taken in by USAA.

Solution
Aligned Business, IT, and Design requirements with user needs and
provided the appropriate tools in order to facilitate performance.

Outcome
Alignment across Cosas with a Service Design Blueprint.

Field Research
Started observation and listening through Y-cording with Member services
representatives (MSRs) as they completed their usual tasks.
From the information gathered in the Y-cording sessions, interviews MSRs, and
stakeholder conversations we really started understanding individual point of views
and pain points. We also discovered the outdated system these individuals had to
work around which was the major cause of the problem.

Analyzing Current User Flow
First started by aligning the screens from each task
into a user flow.
Talking and observing lead us to see the whole
picture.
However, this high level user flow was not telling
the whole story of the complexity of consent order
experience.
In example, the MSR constantly switches between
applications and systems to determine eligibility and
confirm services, such as bill pay and overdraft, are
shut down before closing the account, which we
had previously observed in y-cord. Completing
multiple mini tasks to close the account.

Co-Design session
•

Gathered MSRs and process excellence
engineers to participate in a co-design session.
Following the sprint process method we
facilitated ideas and were able to size down the
needs and wants for future features in the flow.

•

Co-designing together helped in determining
what topics needed to be explored more and
what questions to ask our business and IT
partners.

vetting the design blueprint
•

Leveraging a service design blueprint allowed for all elements to be captured n
one place and advocate for a better MSR experience. We partnered with Process
Excellence Engineers to vet out the process. With this, we were able to identify
risks, and opportunities for controls along the process. i.e. restricting access for
some MSRs activities such as the ability to change status in an account.

•

Also, identified pain points through each phase in the experience that were not
being accounted for.. i.e. eligibility, which was not in scope but still is a huge part
of the MSR experience in closing an account.
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•

This collaboration tool allowed USAA to gain alignment across Cosas
as to how the process works.

•

The goal of he future state of this blueprint is to continue partnering
with process excellence to continue developing a congruent MSR
experience.
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commute relief
UX | UI | Front End Development

What is Commute Relief?
Commute Relief integrates smart mobility in a user's day by
streamlining the process of searching and selecting a
transportation alternative.
It oﬀers transportation options that best fits the individual's
needs in real time by sending alerts based on their time and
place.

https://www.lorenamartinezdesign.com/commute-relief

Challenge
Alleviate Austin's downtown traﬃc congestion and
environmental gas emission pollution.

Solution
To connect users with the best alternative transportation
method based on location and real time, streamlining
transportation services oﬀered within their radius.

Sprint Process Method
We followed the sprint process method by Jake Knapp and
John Zeratsky where the goal is to solve a problem in five
days using design sprints.

Audience
In order to emphasize with our audience we first sent out
questionnaires. We brain dumped into post its as to what
type of questions to ask pertaining transportation, cars, etc
Then synthesized and categorized into three sections:
Feelings, habits and demographics.

Survey Questions
Guiding ourselves from the previous categories and using the Who, what,
where, when, why, and how, we drafted questions to better understand
our primary users. These questions helped to brainstorm the information
needed to build our personas.

Identifying Personas
Based oﬀ of the responses from the survey created, we were able to
build personas. Created three diﬀerent personas that will benefit from the
use of the Commute Relief services.
https://www.lorenamartinezdesign.com/commute-relief

Research Data
From our research data, it was discovered that most of Austin’s downtown professionals travel short
distances, prefer convenience over comfort and usually spend less that 30 mins commuting to the workplace.

Insight:
People working downtown prefer to live near their workplace to avoid high commuting times.
“How might we oﬀer convenience without them having to resort to a personal car?”

https://www.lorenamartinezdesign.com/commute-relief

Identifying Pain Points and opportunities in the
User Journey
Mapping out the day helped us in emphasizing when the user needs
transportation the most.

https://www.lorenamartinezdesign.com/commute-relief

Crazy 8’s Exercise
The crazy 8’s exercise consists of quick sketches of rapid ideation
of solutions to “how might we” problems.
As a group we timed each section for 5 minutes. While doing this
we kept in mind a persona and a scenario and thought about how
to bring a solution depending on their specific needs.
Performing this exercise helped to widened our thinking about
features and elements we could incorporate into the app. Some
mentioned are related to mood, weather, and time specific.
I.E Mike is needing to check the weather before scheduling his ride.
How might we show Mike the weather during or before his ride?
-sketch solution: add weather icons during Mikes potential ride.
I.e. Tom is feeling social and happy today.
How might we present social interaction throughout his ride?
-sketch solution: oﬀer ride sharing carpooling options.

https://www.lorenamartinezdesign.com/commute-relief

Sketching Mobile Prototypes +
Testing out features
Tested and evaluated ideas and features during this rapid
prototyping exercise.

https://www.lorenamartinezdesign.com/commute-relief

Sign up page

Verifying locations

Selecting preferred
transit methods

Transit options in real
time

High fidelity wireframes - Signing up as a new user
When Signing up as a new user you will be asked to verify your home address
and work address to better learn about your commute and times.
Then you will be asked what ride sharing services you prefer. You can select as
many as you’d like.
Lastly you will be directed to a table that allows you to schedule your ride
based on all available services near your pickup location.

https://www.lorenamartinezdesign.com/commute-relief

Email sign in

Scheduled ride
confirmation

Syncing calendar
meeting locations

Populating transit +
rideshare options

Syncing outlook calendar
Another form of using the service is to sync your calendar directly into
the app. This is most useful for the commuter that is running in between
meetings.

https://www.lorenamartinezdesign.com/commute-relief

Creating a social Impact
With rapidly emerging technologies and innovative solutions to
current transportation problems, Commute Relief serves as
a transition to autonomous vehicles.
Many companies are already experimenting with autonomous ways
of transportation and Commute Relief bridges the gap of
autonomous and traditional vehicles by introducing a service that
adapts to frequent location habits.

https://www.lorenamartinezdesign.com/commute-relief

see sense
UI | UX | E-Commerce

SEE SENSE

WHAT IS SEE SENSE?
Combines the latest in AI technology with elegant
cyclist-led design to make your ride safer and your city
smarter.

THE CHALLENGE?
To re-design a quick and easy e-commerce experience
for SEE.SENSE ACE. To provide users a more simple
and effective alternative way to browsing and learning
about the product.

https://www.lorenamartinezdesign.com/see-sense

THOUGHT PROCESS
Started the thought process by writing down assumptions and questions about
cyclists. This will fuel our questions for the survey.

HOW MIGHT WE’S
Focusing on e-commerce we wanted to explore how might we bring Safety,
Community, and Sales into the See Sense website.
https://www.lorenamartinezdesign.com/see-sense

https://www.lorenamartinezdesign.com/see-sense

PERSONA EMPATHY MAPS
JOE THE COMMUTER

SAM’S MOTHER

BOB RECREATIONAL RIDER

Joe is a regular commuter who
regularly rides his bike to work in
the downtown area. Today, Joe
forgot his Frog brand bike light and
doesn’t know what to do

Sally is concerned about his son
who is soon to be riding a new bike
around with his friends.

Bob is riding his bicycle around for fun
and relaxation. Sometimes he explores
new terrains

https://www.lorenamartinezdesign.com/see-sense

https://www.lorenamartinezdesign.com/see-sense

THOUGHT PROCESS
Dissect current page content and highlight information relevant to our personas.

https://www.lorenamartinezdesign.com/see-sense

USER FLOW
The flow was to be divided into three pages: Home page, Product
page, and checkout page.

https://www.lorenamartinezdesign.com/see-sense

LOW FIDELITY WIREFRAMES
After synthesizing survey responses we started sketching out a
flow that could tell the story of a cyclists visually and serve the
needs of our users as well.

STORYTELLING
Using the who, what, when, where, and why helped in the content
creation of the wireframe.

https://www.lorenamartinezdesign.com/see-sense

https://www.lorenamartinezdesign.com/see-sense

https://www.lorenamartinezdesign.com/see-sense

https://www.lorenamartinezdesign.com/see-sense

https://www.lorenamartinezdesign.com/see-sense

DIV SEMENTATION
Segmenting out HTML and CSS divs for front end development.

thank you for your time!

https://www.lorenamartinezdesign.com/

